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Name

Provider

Purpose

Expiry date

Type

_GA

Google
Universal
Analytics

This cookie is used to distinguish
unique users by assigning a randomly
generated number as a client
identifier. It is included in each page
request in a site and used to calculate
visitor, session and campaign data for
the sites analytics reports.

2 years

Performance

_GAT

Google
Universal
Analytics

This cookie is used to throttle the
request rate - limiting the collection
of data on high traffic sites. It expires
after 10 minutes.

1 minute

Performance

_GID

Google
Universal
Analytics

This cookie appears to store and
update a unique value for each page
visited.

24 hours

Performance

exp_csrf_token

Expression
Engine

120 minutes

Functionality

exp_last_activity

Expression
Engine

1 year

Functionality

exp_last_visit

Expression
Engine

1 year

Functionality

exp_tracker

Expression
Engine

Session

Functionality

DYNSRV

Expression
Engine

This cookie is to be used for load
balancing to manage server traffic
demand.

Session

Functionality

Google

This cookie carries out information
about how the end user uses the
website and any advertising that the
end user may have seen before
visiting the said website.

13 months

Targeting/Advertising

Google

This cookie carries out information
about how the end user uses the
website and any advertising that the
end user may have seen before
visiting the said website.

457 months 5days

Targeting/Advertising

30days

Functionality

1P_JAR

CONSENT

cookie-consistent

TermsFeed

ExpressionEngine CMS uses
these cookies to track a user’s
session, when they last visited or did
something on the site. No personal
information is stored in these cookies,
only timestamps related to that
browser session, plus a token to
prevent Cross Site Request Forgery
attacks.

This cookie is essential to provide you
with services available through the
website.

cookie-consent_level

cookieconsent_user_accept

TermsFeed

This cookie stores your set up
regarding the cookies.

30days

Functionality

TermsFeed

This cookie is essential to provide you
with services available through the
website. It stores your choice
regarding accepting the cookies

30days

Functionality

